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Abstract: Since the 1920s, nearly six identical versions of an ancient printed book, The Song of En‑
lightenment with Commentaries by Buddhist Monk Nammyeong Cheon (南明泉和尙頌證道歌 ), have been
found in Korea. Until very recently, they were believed to be woodblock‑printed versions from the
13th to 16th centuries using woodblocks carved from the sheets of a metal‑type‑printed version from
1239. Twoof the six versionswere once identified to bewoodblock prints in theGoryeodynasty in the
13th century and designated as Korean treasures in 1984 and 2012. In 2021, one woodblock‑printed
version printed during the Joseon dynasty in 1526, was designated as a treasure of the Metropolitan
city of Seoul, Korea. Historians in Korea have been in heated debate over the printing techniques
(metal type print for one version or all woodblock prints) and printing dates (or sequence) of the two
versions designated as Korean treasures for the last 50 years. It was almost a never‑ending debate
with struggles and anger among Korean historians due to the very subjective nature of the exami‑
nation method and decision‑making process by consensus. The heated debates in Korea were never
brought to the world’s attention, outside of Korea, and are still considered to be a taboo subject in
Korea. To conclude this heated debate with direct evidence of metal type printing of the particular
version of interests, all six versions were examined by image comparisons and quantitative analyses
of inked areas of individual characters, lines of characters, pages and borderlines. All claims against
the possibility of metal type printing of the particular version were reviewed thoroughly. Very clear
circumstantial and physical evidence for metal type printing of the version designated as a Korean
treasure in 2012 was found. The version carries more than metal casting defects and has the smallest
inked area (characters with thin strokes) among all six versions. The version of interest was very
likely printed using movable metal type in September 1239, as indicated in the imprint, and is defi‑
nitely the world’s oldest extant book, printed usingmetal type in Korea in 1239, predating Jikji (1377)
by 138 years and the 42‑line Gutenberg Bible (1455) by 216 years.

Keywords: The Song of Enlightenment (南明泉和尙頌證道歌 ); early history of printing; different print‑
ing versions; image comparison; image analysis; inked area measurement; printing technique; print‑
ing sequence; printing date

1. Introduction
In 1999, the Edge Foundation posted a question “1999: WHAT IS THEMOST IMPOR‑

TANT INVENTION IN THE PAST TWO THOUSAND YEARS?” [1]. There were many
suggestions around the world based on the personal opinion of well‑respected profession‑
als. There are no right or wrong answers. Gormley wrote an article entitled “The Greatest
Inventions In The Past 1000 Years” [2]. In his article, the invention of the printing press by
Johannes Gutenberg in 1450was listed as the top invention of all because it allowed literacy
to greatly expand. Obviously, the invention of paper [3,4] and metal type and metal type
printing [4–13] before Gutenberg, in 1450, is as important as the invention of the printing
press. The invention of metal type printing in historic records is found as early as 1234 in
the Goryeo (高麗) dynasty (918–1392) of Korea [4,5,7–13]. It was more than 200 years prior
to the invention of the printing press in Europe. As the title of Carter’s book “The invention
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of printing in China and its spread westward” published in 1925 suggested, printing was
invented in Asia and from therewas disseminated to Europe via the Silk Road [4,5]. Wood‑
block printing was widely practiced in Asian countries, such as China, Korea, Japan and
Vietnam, from early in the second millennium [11,13–18]. Movable type printing was also
invented in Asia. It was first used in China, and the world’s oldest dated extant movable‑
type‑printed book was produced by the Tanguts in 1216 [14,15]. Printing with metal type
was a new development introduced in Korea in the 12th–13th centuries [6,7,10–12,17].

The oldest extant metal‑type‑printed book, recognized by UNESCO, to date is Jikji,
printed in Cheongju, Korea in 1377 [19–22]. The 42‑line Gutenberg Bible, printed inMainz,
Germany in the 1450s (often referred as 1455), is the oldest metal‑type‑printed book from
the west [2,4,9–12]. Both Jikji and the 42‑line Gutenberg Bible were recognized by the UN‑
ESCO Memory of the World program in 2001 [19–23].

A collaborative research project called “From Jikji to Gutenberg” has been started to
investigate the technological evidence related to the invention of book printing [24]. The
interdisciplinary team is made up of historians, material specialists, conservators and sci‑
entists to study what appears to be independent developments that lead to thriving print
cultures from Eastern Asia toWestern Europe. The project plans cooperative transnational
exhibits to commemorate the 650th anniversary of the printing of Jikji in July 2027. UN‑
ESCO’s International Centre for Documentary Heritage and the University of Utah’s Mar‑
riott Library are leading this project.

It is important to commemorate the 650th anniversary of the printing of Jikji, but the
recognition of the 138‑year predated metal‑type‑printed version of The Song of Enlighten‑
ment, printed in 1239, should not be ignored or postponed. As the author reported in previ‑
ous publications [25–27], one of the six versions of The Song of Enlightenment (南明泉和尙頌
證道歌) with Choi Yi (崔怡: 1166–1249)’s postscript, dated September 1239, is very likely
the world’s oldest metal‑type‑printed book, printed in Korea in 1239, predating the Jikji by
138 years (printed in 1377) and the 42‑line Gutenberg Bible by 216 years (printed in 1445).

Two of the six versions were once identified to be woodblock prints in the Goryeo
dynasty in the 13th century and designated as Korean treasures in 1984 [28] and 2012 [29],
respectively. Their value was already recognized as documentary cultural heritage by Ko‑
rean historians, as well as by the Cultural Heritage Administration of Korea. However,
the version of interest has been misidentified and was recognized as a woodblock‑printed
version [25,26]. In 2021, one of the woodblock‑printed versions printed during the Joseon
dynasty, in 1526, was designated as a treasure of the Metropolitan city of Seoul, Korea [30].

In this paper, several types of metal casting defects, only seen from printed characters
in the version of interest, are direct evidence of metal type printing and are provided and
compared with the corresponding characters from the other five versions. Inked areas of
individual characters and lines of characters, in all six versions, were quantified by image
analysis and used as supporting evidence for the printing sequence determined in the pre‑
vious studies [25–27]. The role of craftsmen, printed at the bottom of the center of every
folded leaf, will also be discussed.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Song of Enlightenment

The Song of Enlightenment (證道歌,证道歌, 증도가), a Chan (禪,禅, 선, Zen; meaning:
mediation or mediative state) discourse, was written sometime in the first half of the 8th
century in the Tang dynasty (唐: 618–907) in China. It is also referred to as Song of Awak‑
ening or Song of Freedom. There are many different books of The Song of Enlightenment. The
particular book of interest in this study is calledNammyeong Cheon Hwasangsong Jeungdoga
(南明泉和尙頌證道歌 ) in Korean. The title of the book is often translated as The Song of
Enlightenment with Commentaries by Buddhist Monk Nammyeong Cheon. As the translation of
the title suggested, there are books without commentaries.

It is written in combinations of three‑character and seven‑character Chinese poems.
The full text in Chinese [31] and various versions of English translations are available from
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various Buddhist research institutes and religious institutes [32–35]. It is usually attributed
to the Zen Master Yongjia Xuanjue (永嘉禪師, 665–713 or 675–713) [9,10,28,29,36–40], but
the true authorship of the work is a matter of debate. A number of elements in the writing
suggest that either the text has been substantially changed over time or the Zen Master
Yongjia Xuanjue may not be the true author [41]. It consists of 105 three‑character Chi‑
nese poems and 214 seven‑character Chinese poems. The Song of Enlightenment consists
of 319 poems and 1813 Chinese characters (105 poems × 3 characters + 214 poems × 7
characters = 1813 characters) [27]. They are rather short poems.

To make the poems more understandable to Zen beginners and Zen practitioners,
commentaries and interpretations have been added to The Song of Enlightenment. The first
commentaries appeared in the 11th century during the Song (宋) dynasty (960–1279) of
China. The subject of this study, Nammyeong Cheon Hwasangsong Jeungdoga (南明泉和尙
頌證道歌; The Song of Enlightenment with Commentaries by BuddhistMonkNammyeong Cheon),
is one version of them. The teaching in The Song of Enlightenment has remained popular
through the centuries and is still often taught and memorized in Zen practice around the
world [35] and translated into many different languages.

2.2. The Six Versions of The Song of Enlightenment (南明泉和尙頌證道歌)
Six nearly identical old books of Nammyeong Cheon Hwasangsong Jeungdoga (南明泉和

尙頌證道歌; The Song of Enlightenment with Commentaries by Buddhist Monk Nammyeong
Cheon) were found in Korea from the 1920s to the 2010s. The National Library of Korea
version (國立中央圖書館本) was found in the 1920s. The Samseong version (三省本) and
Gongin version (空印本) were found in the 1960s–1970s. The Daegu version (大邱本) and
Banyasa Temple version (般若寺本) were reported after 2000. The Jongno Public Library
version (鍾路圖書館本) was collected in the library in the 1920s, during the Japanese colo‑
nial period, but it was only noticed in recent years and designated as a treasure of the
Metropolitan city of Seoul, Korea in 2021 [30]. Details of characteristics of all six versions
can be found in previous publications [25–27].

All books consist of 44 folding leaves or 88 pages (two prefaces dated 1078, the main
text, and two postscripts dated 1077 and 1239). The last page in each versionwas left blank.
All pages, except for page 78, have eight vertical lines of Chinese characters. Page 78 has
only seven vertical lines of Chinese characters. Most vertical lines have 15 Chinese charac‑
ters. Other vertical lines have 2 to 16 Chinese characters depending on sentence structures.
Two books, the Daegu version (大邱本) and Jongno Public Library version (鍾路圖書館本)
have extra pages for additional postscripts, indicating actual printing dates of 1472 and
1526 during the Joseon (朝鮮) dynasty (1392–1897) in Korea [42–45]. There could have been
a metal‑type‑printed version, but that having this postscript does not mean this particular
imprint is not made from a woodblock. Prefaces and postfaces from previous editions are
always reprinted in later editions.

The printing sequence of six versions was determined and suggested based on im‑
age comparisons and analyses of printed images of individual characters, lines of charac‑
ters, pages of characters and border lines in the cases of two, four and six versions [25–27].
Printing sequences were as follows: Gongin version (空印本) in 1239 → Banyasa Temple
version (般若寺本) → Daegu version (大邱本) in 1472 → Samseong version (三省本) →
Jongno Public Library version (鍾路圖書館本) in 1526 → National Library of Korea ver‑
sion (國立中央圖書館本) [25–27].

For easy referencing, alphabetic symbols A through F are assigned to the six versions
in the order of printing sequence determined in the previous study: A: Gongin version
(空印本), B: Banyasa Temple version (般若寺本), C: Daegu version (大邱本), D: Samseong
version (三省本), E: Jongno Public Library version (鍾路圖書館本) and F: National Library
of Korea version (國立中央圖書館本). To avoid the use of repeated descriptions of the long
title of books, the version symbols are frequently used throughout the text.

The origin and history of The Song of Enlightenment can be found in many
references [7–11,13,25–30,36,37,46].
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2.3. Debates over A; Gongin Version (空印本 ) on Printing Technique and Sequence
The first version available to the public was the F: National Library of Korea version

(國立中央圖書館本) in the 1940s. Ironically, it was the last version of all. It was wood‑
block printed, long after 1526, the printing year for the E: Jongno Public Library version
(鍾路圖書館本). Even though it had Choi Yi’s postscript, dated 1239, no one seriously
thought that it was printed in 1239 judging from its appearance, such as paper quality,
book binding style and so on. The printing technique was easily determined by collectors
and historians based on characteristics typical of woodblock printing [10,47].

In the 1960s–1970s, two versions of the D: Samseong version (三省本) and A: Gongin
version (空印本) surfaced. The D: Samseong version (三省本) was in excellent condition in
terms of paper quality and printing clarity. It also has many chiseling marks and missing
strokes due to woodblock damage. It was a very easy task for historians to determine the
printing technique as a woodblock print. However, printing date determination was very
difficult. Historians have to rely on the Choi Yi’s postscript, dated 1239, and the degree of
woodblock damage at the time of printing based on the printing characteristics. With time,
wood shrinks and deforms by losing moisture. Thus, woodblocks are prone to damage
if proper care is not taken. Age ring patterns of the woodblocks start to appear and they
lose small portions of positively engraved characters by chipping. This can happen as
early as a few years after woodblock engraving. Historians believed that this version was
printed using re‑engraved woodblocks, based on an upside‑down copy of a metal‑type‑
printed book printed earlier than 1239 [10,39,40]. They self‑justified their interpretation of
Choi Yi’s postscript as evidence for woodblock making in 1239. The version was finally
recognized as from woodblock prints in the Goryeo dynasty in the 13th century. It was
designated as a Korean treasure in 1984 [29].

The A: Gongin version (空印本) has also surfaced in the 1960s [46]. It looked to be
of very poor quality in terms of paper thickness and uneven printing characteristics. The
papers used for the book were very thin and almost semi‑transparent. Many characters
were not printed clearly, and the users of the book retouched and wrote characters. It was
easy to overlook and devaluate the historical meaning of the A: Gongin version (空印本) by
comparing with the D: Samseong version (三省本) with exceptional quality of paper and
printing. Thiswas a very unfortunate event for theA: Gongin version (空印本). The former
collector strongly believed that this version was the original metal‑type‑printed version,
printed in 1239. He launched a full investigation for about 30 years. He tried to publish
papers to journals in Korea and held press conferences to express his opinions, but none
of them worked in his favor. He wrote his findings as a 178‑page long paper in a local his‑
tory journal in 1988 [46]. In his paper, page‑by‑page comparisons of the A: Gongin version
(空印本) and D: Samseong version (三省本) were included. All of his claims have been de‑
nied by reputable Korean historians [10,13,39,40]. He passed away without any success, a
very sad story. The A: Gongin version (空印本) became the possession of a Buddhist Monk
who is a personal friend of the previous collector. The new collector also believed that the
A: Gongin version (空印本) was the original metal‑type‑printed book from 1239. The new
collector filed an application for it to be evaluated as a cultural heritage designation evalua‑
tion. The A: Gongin version (空印本) was designated as a Korean treasure in 2012. During
the examination process, historians insisted that this version is the woodblock‑printed ver‑
sion using the identical woodblocks used for printing the D: Samseong version (三省本).
Furthermore, the printing date of the A: Gongin version (空印本) was much later than that
of the D: Samseong version (三省本) based on the quality of paper and printing character‑
istics. Both the A: Gongin version (空印本) and D: Samseong version (三省本) have been
recognized by the Cultural Heritage Administration of Korea as woodblock‑printed ver‑
sions from the Goryeo dynasty in the 13th century [29,30]. However, the printing date
for both the D: Samseong version (三省本) and A: Gongin version (空印本) had to be re‑
stated to a much later date in the Joseon dynasty, perhaps the 15th or 16th century, due to
the actual printing date which was found to be intentionally removed pages from the C:
Daegu version (大邱本) during the cultural property designation examination process in
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2016 [42]. Until 2016, none of the versions had proof of a printing date other than Choi Yi’s
postscript dated 1234. The entire evaluation process and results, without solid evidence,
are very questionable. Obviously, the credibility of historians who were involved in the
examination processes of all versions, and their followers, may be at risk.

2.4. Forbidden Discussion within Korea
It is still considered taboo to raise this issue in Korea. The author has submittedmany

papers in Korean academic societies including bibliography, history, Buddhism, conserva‑
tion science, cultural heritage, history of science, etc., in 2022 andwas rejected eight consec‑
utive times. The author also received personal warnings from a leader of reviewer group
members not to raise this issue in academic journals. The author was told that he can write
as many books as he wants about this issue, but he cannot, and should not, publish a sin‑
gle paper. The author does not think this is a very healthy academic environment for any
scholar, in particular entry‑level researchers and newcomers to the field. This is one of the
reasons why the author tries to share the background and situation of this very issue with
respected researchers around the world, by publishing a series of papers outside Korea.

As reported previously, the only versions with actual printing dates are the C: Daegu
version (大邱本) and E: Jongno Public Library version (鍾路圖書館本) which were exam‑
ined [26,27,36,37,42]. During the application examination for the cultural property des‑
ignation of the D: Daegu version (大邱本), the intentional removal of the prayer or epi‑
log (跋文), written by Kim Su‑on (金守溫: 1410–1481) and dated June 1472, was discov‑
ered and resulted in application denial in 2016 [42]. The F: Jongno Public Library version
(鍾路圖書館本) was a part of the former collection of Queen SunjungHyo (純貞孝皇后) and
the family of Imperial Korea was collected by the Jongno Branch of the Library of Seoul un‑
der the Japanese colonial government in the 1920s [30]. It was opened to the public to view
in the 2010s. The additional imprint after Choi Yi’s postscript date 1239 of the F: Jongno
Public Library version (鍾路圖書館本) revealed that the woodblock was re‑engraved at
the Simwonsa Temple (深源寺) in Mt. Jabi (慈悲山), Hwangju (黃州) (which is currently
a part of North Korea), in 1526 [34,35,41]. The factual printing dates for the C: Daegu
version (大邱本) and E: Jongno Public Library version (鍾路圖書館本) are 1472 and 1526.
These dates can be used for printing sequence and printing date references for the other
four versions.

Korean historians against the recognition of the A: Gongin version (空印本) being the
original metal type print in 1239, claim the following three issues. They are:
(i) It is identical to the D: Samseong version (三省本);
(ii) Paper and printing quality is poorer than for the D: Samseong version (三省本);
(iii) There are eleven names of craftsmen (possibly woodblock engravers) printed at the

bottom of the folded leaves.
These are their reasons for denial. They even confirmed that some of craftsmen were

found from the woodblocks of Tripitaka Koreana engraved during the Goryeo dynasty
in the 13th century [47]. In the author’s opinion, the issues can be easily refuted with
convincing evidence. Details can be found in the following sections.

2.5. Image Comparisons Using Image Analysis Software (PicMan)
In the previous reports, image comparisons and analysis results on all six versions

were introduced [25–27,48,49]. Page‑by‑page, line‑by‑line and character‑by‑character im‑
age comparisons and analyses were done using image analysis software (PicMan from
WaferMasters, Inc., Dublin, CA, USA.). Rather qualitative comparisons and analysis re‑
sults were provided in the previous reports. The image analysis software, PicMan, was
developed and used for automatic and quantitative analysis of any types of digital images
in almost every field, including semiconductor, materials science, nanotechnology, food
industry, biology, medical research, and colorimetric applications. In this paper, more
quantitative analysis results are discussed to avoid ambiguity and subjectivity. The same
image comparison and analysis can be done by combinations of other commercial or open‑
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source image analysis software, such as Photoshop, Illustrator, Paint, Lightroom, Image J,
etc. However, the implementation becomes very complicated and very time consuming.

The key differentiation factor of PicMan from other commercial image manipulation
or editing software is the ability to perform quantitative analysis in addition to the func‑
tions of other software and to export edited and analyzed data in various image formats, as
well as the numerical data in spreadsheet formats of CSV (comma‑separated values) where
additional statistical analyses may be desired. The exported numerical data can be used
as valuable source data for further numerical analyses and statistical reasoning as demon‑
strated in the following section of this paper. Application examples of PicMan in conserva‑
tion and restoration of cultural heritages have been reported in recent
years [25–27,48–56]. Several new functions such as image overlap, image subtraction, im‑
age division, outline generation, image crop, background color removal, transparency ap‑
plication and coloring of selected areas were developed for this study. The ease of image
comparisons, visual presentation of comparison results and quantitative analysis results
were one of the top priorities in developing the image analysis software, PicMan. A Ko‑
rean book titled Digital Image Analysis Program Manual for Diagnosis of Conservation Status
of Painting Cultural Heritage that uses PicMan was published with application examples
in cultural heritage characterization and analysis by Konkuk University and the National
Research Institute of Cultural Heritage (Korea) [56].

3. Results and Discussion
The image comparisons and analyses were performed page‑by‑page, line‑by‑line and

character‑by‑character for all six versions using PicMan [26–28]. Potential clues and evi‑
dence for leading the verification of the printing technique and printing sequence of each
printed version were searched. In this study, printing characteristics peculiar to the A:
Gongin version (空印本) were searched and compared with the other five versions. The
validity of the three points uponwhich Korean historians are relying to oppose the recogni‑
tion of the A: Gongin version (空印本) as the original metal type print in 1239, as written in
Choi Yi’s postscript, were examined based on the image comparisons and analyses results.

3.1. Untold Customs in Woodblock Duplication
Figure 1 shows a screen capture of PicMan measuring the 2nd character相 in line 8,

on page 1, of five versions except for the B: Banyasa Temple version (般若寺本). The first
folding leaf for pages 1 and 2 is missing and image was not available for comparison. Ap‑
proximately 270 dpi resolution image was used for analysis of individual characters. The
image size of all versions was adjusted before making image comparisons and quantita‑
tive analyses.

The character 相 was selected for image comparison because it has very distinctive
errors in stroke. The character 相 is made of a 木 (tree) and 目 (eye) character compo‑
nents. The character 木 (tree) should have a continuous straight line at the center. It is
a very common and basic Chinese character which even a beginner in Chinese language
would understand. The character相in three versions (A, B andD) has a small dot on top of
strange combinations of strokes never used in Chinese characters. If the original versions
were woodblock printed, there is no way to make this character in this weird shape. The
character 相 was used 48 times in The Song of Enlightenment. The metal casting defect in
the 2nd character in line 8 of page 1 was the only case. If it were the woodblock engraver’s
intention to do it that way, why were the other 47 characters of相 normal? The shape of
the character相 in the three versions was very strange. The other two versions (E and F)
have corrected the mistakes. From this fact, all versions can be classified to versions before
and after 1526 of the printing year of the E: Jongno Public Library version (鍾路圖書館本).
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Figure 1. A screen capture of image analysis software (PicMan) highlighting a defective character相
(the 2nd character in line 8 of page 1) in five versions. Inked areas of the character相 in all versions
were measured in pixels for comparison. The first leaf (page 1 and page 2) of one version is miss‑
ing. A small dot on the top left of character is formed by metal casting defect and was duplicated
until the version D by woodblock engravers. (A) Gongin version (空印本), (B) Banyasa Temple ver‑
sion (般若寺本), (C) Daegu version (大邱本) 1472, (D) Samseong version (三省本), (E) Jongno Public
Library version (鍾路圖書館本) 1526 and (F) National Library of Korea version (國立中央圖書館本)).

As reported previously, all six versions looked identical or similar, but they were
printed using different printing templates, regardless of metal type or
woodblock [23–25,46,47]. In the author’s opinion, the defect in the character 相 is from
a metal casting error in the version A: Gongin version (空印本). Woodblock engravers of
the C: Daegu version (大邱本) 1472 and D: Samseong version (三省本) simply duplicated
as printed in the upside‑down copy on the woodblocks. It was a very long tradition of
duplicating someone’s work. It also applies to the names on the bottom of every one of
the folded leaves. Thus, the names are not the woodblock engravers name at all. The C:
Daegu version (大邱本) was printed using woodblocks in 1472. It is 233 years after the
first publication year of 1239. No woodblock engravers can live and be on active duty in
woodworking for 233 years. It is out of the question. The Korean historian’s famous claims
are baseless.

The impression on the character相in three versions (A, B andD) can be different from
person to person. It is a very subjective matter. Some may say they are identical. Some
may say they look similar. Others may say they are the same, or the difference may be
due to variations in printing using the identical printing template. In the case of the E
and F versions, no one would argue that they are different from each other and absolutely
different from the versions A, C and D.

Howcanweget a consensus on the versionsA,C andD?The shape of the defective dot
on top left of the character相 looks different, but it is also a very subjective opinion based
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on an individual’s personal impression. One thing we can assume is that the quantitative
measurements of inked area and its trends between versions can provide additional clues.
The inked areas of the character相 in different versions weremeasured using PicMan. The
inked area in the A: Gongin version (空印本) was 2839 pixels while the inked areas in C:
Daegu version (大邱本) and D: Samseong version (三省本) were measured to be 4554 and
4236 pixels, respectively. From the A: Gongin version (空印本) to the C: Daegu version
(大邱本) and D: Samseong version (三省本), the inked area has been increased by 60.4%
and 49.2%. If the same template was used for printing all three versions of the A: Gongin
version (空印本) to the C: Daegu version (大邱本) and D: Samseong version (三省本), the
double‑digit percent (60.4% and 49.2%) increase of inked area of the same character相 can‑
not occur between versions. Between the E: Jongno Public Library version (鍾路圖書館本)
1526 and F: National Library of Korea version (國立中央圖書館本), both the shape and
inked areas of the characters are significantly different and no questions will arise.

Across the entire book of The Song of Enlightenment, more than 10 cases of missing or
broken strokes were found in the A: Gongin version (空印本) and almost all metal cast‑
ing defects were duplicated in the B: Banyasa Temple version (般若寺本), C: Daegu ver‑
sion (大邱本) and D: Samseong version (三省本). Completely new‑style characters were
engraved in the E: Jongno Public Library version (鍾路圖書館本) 1526 and F: National Li‑
brary of Korea version (國立中央圖書館本). In addition, the names at the bottom of folded
leaves have disappeared from the E: Jongno Public Library version (鍾路圖書館本) 1526
and F: National Library of Korea version (國立中央圖書館本).

3.2. Unplanned Mistakes
Noting Figure 2 images of page 10 (the backside of 5th folded leaf) of all six versions,

two lines (line 4 and line 5 from the right) containing 28 characters (14 characters per line)
are highlighted by red rectangles for character image comparisons and inked areameasure‑
ment of individual characters. These two lines contain a specific character of朙 (old‑style
character of明) in each line.

Figure 3 shows a screen capture of PicMan highlighting the character of interest 朙
in line 4 and line 5 on page 10, of all six versions. To fit to a screen, images with an
87‑dpi equivalent resolution were used. The 4th character in line 4 and the 14th charac‑
ter (last character) in line 5 are highlightedwith red squares for easy comparisons. As seen
from Figure 3, the 4th character in line 4 in all six versions shows the old‑style character朙.
However, the 14th character (last character) in line 5 is different. The versions A to D have
used the old‑style character朙 and the versions E and F used the new‑style character明.
It was neither intentional nor planned usage. If it was an intentional or planned change,
all old‑style characters of 朙 should be replaced. Only 2 out of 47 old‑style characters of
朙 have been mistakenly engraved to the new‑style character of 明 (the 2nd character in
line 4 on page 5 (the front side of the 3rd folded leaf) and this one (the 14th character (last
character) in line 5 on page 10).

According to the customs in woodblock duplication practices, not only the same style
of characters, but also defects, were to be duplicated. However, sometimes unintentional
mistakes were made due to the subconscious actions of woodblock engravers. These mis‑
takes, due to human factors, can provide additional insight into the woodblock duplica‑
tion process at the time. When the E: Jongno Public Library version (鍾路圖書館本) was
engraved in 1526, it was almost 300~400 years after the朙→明 transition.

In The Song of Enlightenment, the old‑style character朙was used 47 times, and the new‑
style character明 was used once in Choi Yi’s postscript dated 1239. At the time of writing
the postscript, in 1239, the old‑style character 朙 had been replaced with the new‑style
character of明. The main text was written in 1078, and it is 161 years before Choi Yi wrote
the postscript in 1239. It is not surprising to see this type of mistake during the woodblock
duplication process. It is more surprising that the number of mistakes is so small.
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Figure 3. A screen capture of image analysis software (PicMan) highlighting two characters of朙 in
all six versions in printing sequence from 13th to 16th centuries. Two characters of朙 on the bottom
right have been changed from an old‑style character 朙 to a new‑style character 明 during wood‑
block duplication by engraver. (A) Gongin version (空印本), (B) Banyasa Temple version (般若寺本),
(C) Daegu version (大邱本) 1472, (D) Samseong version (三省本), (E) Jongno Public Library version
(鍾路圖書館本) 1526 and (F) National Library of Korea version (國立中央圖書館本)).

3.3. Inked Area Measurements and Statistics
Inked areas of all 28 characters in line 4 and line 5 on page 10 (the backside of 5th

folded leaf) of all six versions were measured. Figures 4 and 5 show as‑cropped images
and after‑inked area separation. The printing techniques, printing sequence and printing
dates determined in the previous study were also indicated as guidance. The characters
朙 or 明 in the combined images were highlighted with red squares for easy recognition
and visual inspection of the difference in style and relative position, with respect to other
characters. Versions A to D showed monotonic increase in inked area by thickening of
strokes from version A to subsequent versions. The versions E and F showed not only the
朙→明 transition of the last character in line 5, but also the upward shift of character明
from the four previous versions A though D.
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Figure 4. Cropped images of 28 characters andborder lines in line 4 and line 5 of page 10 (the backside
of fifth folded leaf) in all six versions for inked areameasurement of individual characters in different
versions by image analysis. (A) Gongin version (空印本), (B) Banyasa Temple version (般若寺本),
(C) Daegu version (大邱本) 1472, (D) Samseong version (三省本), (E) Jongno Public Library version
(鍾路圖書館本) 1526 and (F) National Library of Korea version (國立中央圖書館本)).
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Figure 5. Printed characters were extracted and highlighted by red outlines using PicMan for charac‑
ter shape inspection and inked area measurement. Two characters of朙 highlighted by red squares
on the bottom right have been changed from an old‑style character朙 to a new‑style character明 dur‑
ing woodblock duplication by the engraver. (A) Gongin version (空印本), (B) Banyasa Temple ver‑
sion (般若寺本), (C) Daegu version (大邱本) 1472, (D) Samseong version (三省本), (E) Jongno Public
Library version (鍾路圖書館本) 1526 and (F) National Library of Korea version (國立中央圖書館本)).

Table 1 summarizes the inked area measurement results on 28 characters in line 4
and line 5 on page 10 of all six versions of The Song of Enlightenment. Changes in the
inked area of 28 individual characters of 今日分朙湏剖析爭肯區區徇丗情 in line 4 and
决散浮雲孤月上大千沙界一時朙 in line 5 were measured in pixels. A combined image
with an 87‑dpi equivalent resolution were used for the inked area measurements. The
total inked areas of 28 characters in six different versions were also calculated. The ratios
of inked area change with respect to the A: Gongin version (空印本) gives a general idea
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of changes in inked area in the versions printed at later times. The ratios of inked area
change with respect to the immediate prior versions were also calculated to demonstrate
version‑by‑version changes of the total inked area for 28 characters. It should be noted that
the versions E and F have the new‑style character明 instead of the old‑style character朙.
The effect of this朙→明 transition on inked area measurement is negligible.

Table 1. Summary of inked areameasurement of 28 characters in line 4 and line 5 on page 10 of all six
versions of The Song of Enlightenment (南明泉和尙頌證道歌; Song of Enlightenment with Commentaries
by Buddhist Monk Nammyeong Cheon) printed with different techniques from the 13th and 16th
centuries. (A: Gongin version (空印本), B: Banyasa Temple version (般若寺本), C: Daegu version
(大邱本) 1472, D: Samseong version (三省本), E: Jongno Public Library version (鍾路圖書館本) 1526
and F: National Library of Korea version (國立中央圖書館本)). (Unit: Pixels).

Year 1239 1472 1526

Line No. No. Character A B C D E F

Line 4
on

Page 10

1 今 1290 1232 1378 1531 1357 1236

2 日 813 763 972 1026 1006 955

3 分 863 852 1131 1221 1285 1357

4 朙 1660 1585 1946 2060 1876 2138

5 湏 1456 1687 1751 2047 1326 1551

6 剖 1350 2205 1427 1710 1695 1490

7 析 1480 1964 1903 2115 1901 1733

8 爭 1619 1303 1673 1775 1887 1626

9 肯 1195 1256 1631 1755 1844 1553

10 區 1621 1772 1797 1781 1819 1511

11 區 1391 1862 1777 1759 1920 1684

12 徇 1707 1606 1965 1769 1948 2064

13 丗 1279 1084 1395 1301 1345 1263

14 情 1868 1698 2613 2395 2510 2212

Line 5
on

Page 10

1 决 1314 1528 1339 1683 1640 1524

2 散 1636 2004 1975 2413 1827 1509

3 浮 1228 1112 1452 1982 1509 1686

4 雲 1653 1731 1954 2407 1778 1728

5 孤 1467 1612 1697 2218 1769 1542

6 月 906 1379 1066 1248 1193 1132

7 上 708 787 832 1120 1009 832

8 大 1019 1099 1162 1457 1326 1129

9 千 926 949 1124 1204 1072 810

10 沙 1094 1449 1612 1439 1615 1259

11 界 1750 1552 1870 1825 1826 1845

12 一 388 454 512 516 560 433

13 時 1800 1686 2072 1747 1886 1534

14 朙 or明 1817 1709 2340 1975 1848 1443

Total Inked Area (Pixels) 37,298 39,920 44,366 47,479 44,577 40,779

Change of Area from Version A Reference 7.0% 17.4% 27.3% 19.5% 9.3%

Change of Area between Versions Reference 7.0% 11.1% 7.0% −6.1% −8.5%
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Figure 6 shows a bar graph of the sum of inked areas for 28 characters as a function
of the printed versions A through F, in pixels. Two blue vertical lines were added to show
the timing of printing technique changes (between the versions A and B) and entirely new
woodblock duplication in 1526 for version E. The total inked area in the A version was
measured to be 37,298 pixels and is the smallest of all versions. The total inked areas in
versions B to D monotonically increased up to 47,479 pixels, which accounts for a 27.4%
increase by thickening strokes caused by woodblock duplication between versions. The
inked area measurement error is less than 0.5% of total area. The difference in inked area
between versions is statistically significant. The change of inked area between versions is
not from the wear and tear of the identical woodblock. The duplicated woodblock‑printed
versions of B to F are printed using newly duplicated woodblocks over 300 years, from the
13th to 16th centuries, as reported in previous studies [25–27].
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Figure 6. The sum of printed areas of 28 characters in line 4 and line 5 of page 10 (the backside of
the fifth folded leaf) from medium resolution images of all six versions. Two characters of朙 (one
character per version) have been changed from an old‑style character 朙 to a new‑style character
明 during woodblock duplication for the E: Jongno Public Library version (鍾路圖書館本) 1526 and
F: National Library of Korea version (國立中央圖書館本) by engraver. Effect of this character change
in inked area measurement is negligible. Measurement error for the inked area is smaller than 0.5%.

When duplicatingwoodblocks, woodblock engravers tend to hesitate to cut inside the
characters on the upside‑down copy on woodblocks. This is the psychology of woodblock
engravers and expected human behaviors. Versions E and F showed the opposite trend
of inked area shrinkage indicating a sign of different versions of duplicated woodblocks.
As reported in the previous study, a few characters in the version E were omitted and
modified in version F when the new woodblocks were engraved for duplication [27].

Figures 7 and 8 show the inked area measurement results on individual characters of
the four nearly identical versions of A to D. The overall trends of inked areas to increase
version by version was verified except for a few characters (剖, 析, 區 in line 4, and 决,
月 in line 5), printed with excessive ink coverage in version B. This trend of sequential
increase of the inked areas among nearly identical versions of A to D also suggests the
printing sequence determined in the previous study are logical conclusions [26,27]. As seen
from Figures 4 and 5, it is impossible to make conclusions based on the first impression or
uncertain memories of different versions seen in separate places and at different times.
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Figure 7. Trends of version‑by‑version printed area increase of 14 individual characters
(今日分朙湏剖析爭肯區區徇丗情) in line 4 of page 10 (the backside of fifth folded leaf) frommedium
resolution images of the four nearly identical versions (A: Gongin version (空印本), B: Banyasa Tem‑
ple version (般若寺本), C: Daegu version (大邱本) 1472, D: Samseong version (三省本)).
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Figure 8. Trends of version‑by‑version printed area increase of 14 individual characters
(决散浮雲孤月上大千沙界一時朙) in line 5 of page 10 (the backside of fifth folded leaf) frommedium
resolution images of the four nearly identical versions (A: Gongin version (空印本), B: Banyasa Tem‑
ple version (般若寺本), C: Daegu version (大邱本) 1472, D: Samseong version (三省本)).
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It is important to get assistance available from experts from different fields to draw
objective conclusions. Previous conclusions, made long agowithout trustworthy evidence,
can no longer stand. At that time,much less informationwas available compared to today’s
understanding and only three versions of A, D, F [9,10,13,35,40].

3.4. Metal Casting Originated Defects
Various types ofmetal casting, causing defects in theA: Gongin version (空印本), have

been found and classified into four categories. Four examples per defect type are summa‑
rized in Figures 9–12.
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Figure 9. Images of four selected characters (聞,相,佛,來) with obvious metal casting defects in the
original version (A: Gongin version (空印本)) and subsequent re‑engraved woodblock‑printed ver‑
sions (B: Banyasa Temple version (般若寺本), C: Daegu version (大邱本) 1472, D: Samseong version
(三省本), E: Jongno Public Library version (鍾路圖書館本) 1526 and F: National Library of Korea ver‑
sion (國立中央圖書館本)). Metal casting defects highlighted in red color were precisely duplicated
by woodblock engravers until the D: Samseong version (三省本).
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Figure 10. Images of four selected characters (折, 惡, 見, 行) with obvious metal casting defects
and mistakes in the original version ((A) Gongin version (空印本)) and subsequent reengraved
woodblock‑printed versions ((B) Banyasa Temple version (般若寺本), (C) Daegu version (大邱本)
1472, (D) Samseong version (三省本), (E) Jongno Public Library version (鍾路圖書館本) 1526 and
(F) National Library of Korea version (國立中央圖書館本)). Metal casting defects andmistakes, high‑
lighted in red color, were precisely duplicated by woodblock engravers until certain versions.
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for 惱, in the original version ((A) Gongin version (空印本))
and subsequent re‑engraved woodblock‑printed versions ((B) Banyasa Temple version (般若寺本),
(C) Daegu version (大邱本) 1472, (D) Samseong version (三省本), (E) Jongno Public Library ver‑
sion (鍾路圖書館本) 1526 and (F) National Library of Korea version (國立中央圖書館本)). Mistake
correction, character style change and appearance of new mistakes have been found in subsequent
woodblock‑printed versions.

3.4.1. Defect Type A: Broken Stroke
Figure 9 shows four examples of metal casting originated defects, highlighted in red

color, which caused broken strokes in characters of 聞, 相, 佛, 來 and their influences in
subsequent versions. These defects were very obvious to people, even people with an
entry level of knowledge of Chinese dialects. The defects were duplicated until version D
because the character can be legible and then corrected from versions E and F. When we
closely examine the differences of the four characters 聞, 相, 佛, 來, position, shape and
size of broken strokes found in versions A to D, are not identical. This cannot happen if
the four versions of A to D were from identical woodblocks.
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Figure 12. Images of four selected characters (貧,勞,力,山) with obvious metal casting defects only
seen in the original version ((A) Gongin version (空印本)). The metal casting defects were corrected
in subsequent reengraved woodblock‑printed versions ((B) Banyasa Temple version (般若寺本),
(C) Daegu version (大邱本) 1472, (D) Samseong version (三省本), (E) Jongno Public Library version
(鍾路圖書館本) 1526 and (F) National Library of Korea version (國立中央圖書館本)).

All characters in versions E and F were significantly different from the previous ver‑
sions. Broken strokes have been corrected. The character來 in version E and Fwere heavily
tilted and the size of the characters has been modified significantly. All these observations
need someone’s time and dedicated efforts. The author is certain that none of the Korean
historians paid sufficient enough attention to draw conclusions.

3.4.2. Defect Type B: Excessive Strokes and Unnatural Strokes
Figure 10 shows four examples of metal casting originated defects caused confusion

in subsequent versions. The excessive stroke in character 折 was printed similar to char‑
acter拆 in the version A. It was carried all the way to the version F with a different style
character implying, neither the woodblock engraver, nor a proofreader, understood the
true meaning of the text. In the case of the character惡, the top right portion became an
extra dot in the version A. It was duplicated in the version B but corrected from the version
C and forward.
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For character 見, two short extra strokes near the bottom right were printed in the
version A. If woodblocks were used, this type of mistake would never happen. It is a
perfect sign of metal casting related defects. The wooden type engraver must have made a
mistake during wooden type making processes for metal casting molds. This mistake was
duplicated until the version D. The extra strokes have been removed from the version E to
F. The character見 was used 44 times. This is the only case with the extra strokes. It is a
very rare case.

In the case of the character行, a vertical stroke in a radical on the left came out to be
too thick. It is a metal casting originated defect. This shape was somewhat mimicked in
version B. In version C, the vertical stroke became more natural but tilted to the clockwise
direction. In version D, the majority of the vertical stroke is missing. For the versions E
and F, it looks totally different in shape and thickness.

By comparing the excessive strokes and unnatural strokes with the characters in the
newly engraved versions E and F, it is easily speculated that the unnatural strokes cannot
be printed without the metal casting originated defects in the version A.

3.4.3. Defect Type C: Shape Change and False Character
Figure 11 shows four examples of shape change of characters between versions, and

false character corrections in subsequent versions. The character 意 in the version A be‑
came much larger in the versions C and D. The top portion of意, and立 became亠 in the
versions E and F, due to the mistake made by engravers of the woodblocks of the version
E, in 1526. The woodblock engraver for the version F just followed the previous version,
according to the tradition.

In the case of the character 續, the top portion of a radical on the right is printed
to 亠 instead of 士 due to the mistake in metal type casting in the version A. The same
mistake was repeated in the version B by duplicating a woodblock exactly. There is no
Chinese character like this. It was an obvious mistake. In the versions C and D, it was
corrected to 士, but the woodblock engraver was hesitant to change the original shape
and the spacing between the two horizontal lines in the士 portion became narrower even
though it becomes a very unnatural looking character of續. In the versions E and F, the
spacing was adjusted and the character took on a more natural form. The hesitation of a
woodblock engraver at the time of their work can be felt from the subtle shape change of
characters between versions.

The character
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(an old form of惱) in versions A to D was also changed to an uncom‑
mon form of an equivalent character 惱 in versions E and F. The bottom right portion of
the character,山 was changed to田. From version C to the version D, the stroke became
much thicker confirming the versions C and D are printed using different woodblocks.

There are some cases that require unexpected change during woodblock duplication
due to the condition of woodblocks. The character岸 seems to be such a case. The stroke
extended towards the bottom left in versions A and B and became shortened. The angle
from the horizontal stroke was changed in the versions C and D. It could be due to the
condition of the woodblock of version C. There are no other explainable reasons. The
version Dmust be a simple duplication of version C. The versions E and F do not resemble
any of the previous versions.

All of these phenomena are enough to justify that all versions were printed using dif‑
ferent templates whether they are metal type or woodblocks. The metal casting originated
defects in the version A are direct evidence for metal type printing.

3.4.4. Defect Type D: Isolated Metal Casting Originated Defects
Figure 12 shows four examples of isolatedmetal casting originated defects in貧,勞,力

and山 characters only found on the versionA.Other than the versionA, thesemetal casting
originated defects have been completely removed in other versions. It is the clear evidence
that can serve as proof of the A: Gongin version (空印本) being the metal type print.
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Based on this evidence, it is safe to claim that the A: Gongin version (空印本) of The
Song of Enlightenment is the original metal‑type‑printed version from 1239, as written by
Choi Yi.

3.5. Surface Characteristics of Woodblock and Metal Type
Woodblock printing is a book created by engraving and printing writings using a

wooden plate (woodblock). Woodblockmaking starts with calligraphy on paper done by a
master. It can also be done by duplicating amovable type orwoodblock print. The paper is
put upside‑down on a flat wooden plate. The characters on the page are see‑through from
the backside of the paper. Then, the engravers cut the woodblock by cutting outside of
printed characters face‑down on paper on the woodblock. The ink is applied on the block
and paper is pressed on top of it and rubbed. Multiple copies cannot be made at once. The
book making process is long and very costly. In Korea, they were initially created mainly
to publish Buddhist canons. Later on, the usage became more diverse and general. The
woodblock printing was used to publish philosophic ideas, academic papers, collections
of essays and other various documents [13].

Figure 13 shows woodblock images of the Tripiṭaka Koreana (Goryeo Tripiṭaka) or
Palman Daejanggyeong (“Eighty‑Thousand Tripiṭaka”) images showing flat surface of en‑
graved characters on woodblocks [57,58]. The Tripiṭaka Koreana was fabricated in the
13th century Goryeo dynasty of Korea. The surface of engraved characters is very flat and
generally results in uniform printing. Dark black ink, Songyeonmuk (松煙墨), is used for
woodblock printing.
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Figure 13. Woodblock images of the Tripiṭaka Koreana (Goryeo Tripiṭaka) or Palman Daejang‑
gyeong (“Eighty‑Thousand Tripiṭaka”) images showing flat surface of engraved characters onwood‑
blocks [59,60].

Movable metal types are made by melting and casting metal for printing. These
types are classified by type of metal or metal alloys used, such as copper, lead and iron.
Traces of minor metals were usually used to make alloys with the main metal. The mov‑
able metal type was invented in the early 13th century during the mid Goryeo Dynasty,
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Korea [7–13]. There are several known traditional Koreanmovablemetal typecastingmeth‑
ods: wax, sand and kaolin. Casting is done by pouring the molten substance into a mold
to create the desired shape [13].

There is no record of exactly what type of metal casting methods were used during
the Goryeo Dynasty. Joseon is known to have used the sand typecasting method at the
National Foundry, Jujaso (鑄字所) from the founding of the Dynasty [13]. Few movable
metal types from the Goryeo dynasty have been excavated in Gaeseong (開城), North Ko‑
rea. Figure 14 shows twomovablemetal types of㠅 and嫥 from the Goryeo dynasty. They
were made of copper alloys. The dimensions of the㠅 character are 1 cm in width, 1.2 cm
in height and 0.7 cm in thickness [61]. The嫥 character has been excavated in 2015 [62]. A
piece of metal typewas unearthed at the site ofManwoldae (滿月臺) on 14November 2015,
amedieval royal palace of the Goryeo Kingdom (918–1392) in theNorth Korean border city
of Gaeseong by a group of South and North Korean historians [63].
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Figure 14. Photographs of the sand type casted, from 13th centuryGoryeometal type showing rough
surface [59,60].

As seen in Figure 14, the surface of metal movable types was rough and uneven. They
seemed to be sand casted. Other metal movable types from the 13th century of Goryeo
dynasty also showed similar surface roughness [13]. The sand typecastingmethod seemed
to be very popular at the time.

When metal movable type, with rough and uneven surfaces, were used for printing,
non‑uniform and uneven printing results are expected. In addition, oil containing light
black ink, Yuyeonmuk (油煙墨), was used for metal type printing.
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3.6. Ink Color and Printed Character Image Comparisons
To determine the printing technique for all six versions, cropped images of 15 charac‑

ters (絶學無爲閑道人雲蹤鶴態何依抡春) and border lines in line 8 of page 3 (the front side
of third folded leaf) in all six versions, before and after saturation, excluding inked areas
were summarized in Figure 15. The printed characters from theA: Gongin version (空印本)
was significantly lighter, uneven and non‑uniform compared to the other five versions. It
strongly suggests that the A: Gongin version (空印本) was printed using movable metal
type. Ink color for the other five versions was darker. The printed characters of the five
versions were also more continuous and uniform.
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Figure 15. Cropped images of 15 characters and border lines in line 8 of page 3 (the front side of
third folded leaf) in all six versions, before and after saturation, excluding inked areas in different
versions by image analysis. ((A) Gongin version (空印本), (B) Banyasa Temple version (般若寺本),
(C) Daegu version (大邱本) 1472, (D) Samseong version (三省本), (E) Jongno Public Library version
(鍾路圖書館本) 1526 and (F) National Library of Korea version (國立中央圖書館本)).
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To make the comparison easier, enlarged images of 15 characters from two versions,
the A: Gongin version (空印本) and D: Samseong version (三省本), were summarized in
Figure 16. It is very obvious that the printing characteristics of 15 characters in the two
versions are characteristics of metal type print and woodblock print.
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Figure 16. Differences in printing characteristics of 15 characters in line 8 of page 3 (the front side
of the third folded leaf). Spotty light‑black printing of thin characters in metal‑type‑printed version
and continuous dark‑black printing of thick characters in the woodblock‑printed version due to the
differences in type of ink used and surface roughness of characters.
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3.7. Microphotographs of Metal‑Type‑Printed Version
Microphotographs of hundreds of printed characters in theA:Gongin version (空印本)

were taken for detailed observation of printing characteristics. Microphotographs were
taken from the front side and backside of the paper. Digital microscope images of two
characters (頌 and殊) with 5 mm scale bars were summarized in Figure 17. Uneven and
non‑continuous printing of characters are very obvious. Debris on metal type, possibly
casting defect, prohibited uniform and even printing. These types of printing characteris‑
tics were only seen from the A: Gongin version (空印本). This is one very strong evidence
of metal type printing for the A: Gongin version (空印本). The metal casting originated
defects described in Section 3.4 are also very powerful circumstantial evidence of metal
type printing.
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Figure 17. Microphotographs of two printed characters (頌 and 殊) from the front and backside
of paper of the metal‑type‑printed A: Gongin version (空印本). Uneven surface and metal casting
defects of metal type caused imperfect printing of characters.

4. Discussion and Recommendations
4.1. Counterargument against Korean Historians’ Earlier Judgement

With all evidence described above, it is time to answer Korean historians’ earlier judg‑
ment on the printing template, printing sequence and the role of names printed at the bot‑
tom of all folded leaves of the A: Gongin version (空印本) of The Song of Enlightenment.

Korean historians’ claims:
(i) It is identical to the D: Samseong version (三省本);
(ii) Paper and printing quality is poorer than for the D: Samseong version (三省本);
(iii) There are eleven names of craftsmen (possibly woodblock engravers) printed at the

bottom of the folded leaves.
The author’s counterarguments:
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(i) The shape and inked areas of individual characters of the versionsA toD looked iden‑
tical in low resolution images or inspection by the naked eye (Figures 2–5). Detailed
image comparisons, inked area measurement and statistical analysis showed signif‑
icant difference among all versions (Figure 1, Table 1, Figures 6–12). The A: Gongin
version (空印本) shows more than 50 metal‑casting originated defects which cannot
be seen from any other versions.

(ii) Paper quality depends on paper making materials and process. Paper quality varies
a lot between batches, craftsmen and the time of the paper making. Printing quality
also varies by printing technique. At the early stage of metal type printing in the 13th
century, printing techniques were not mature and cannot be simply compared with
already mature woodblock printing techniques. The D: Samseong version (三省本)
was printed in the 15th century after 1472.

(iii) The names do not belong to woodblock engravers. Since all versions were identified
to be different versions and the C: Daegu version (大邱本) was printed in 1472 and
still carries the exact same names, they cannot be the woodblock engravers’ names.
No woodblock engravers can live and actively for 233 years, from 1239 to 1472. The
names possibly belonged to proofreaders at the time of typesetting of metal types in
1239. Woodblock engravers for the versions B: Banyasa Temple version (般若寺本),
C: Daegu version (大邱本) and D: Samseong version (三省本) simply engraved the
upside‑down copy of a printed version on woodblocks. The names were omitted in
the E: Jongno Public Library version (鍾路圖書館本) and F: National Library of Korea
version (國立中央圖書館本).
Based on four years of thorough investigation of six very similar or nearly identi‑

cal versions of The Song of Enlightenment (南明泉和尙頌證道歌), the author is confident in
claiming that the A: Gongin version (空印本) was the world’s oldest metal‑type‑printed
book in the Goryeo dynasty of Korea in 1239. For image comparisons and analyses, a spe‑
cially developed image analysis software (PicMan) was used. Individual characters, line‑
by‑line, page‑by‑page comparisons and analyses among all six versions made statistics‑
based determination possible, to avoid subjective judgment based on impressions.

With a variety of evidence of the A: Gongin version (空印本) of The Song of Enlight‑
enment for the metal type printing in 1239, we should revisit Choi Yi’s postscript, shown
below, again.

“夫南明證道歌者實禪門之樞要也故後學
叅禪之流莫不由斯而入升堂覩奧矣然則

其可閇塞而不傳通乎於是募工重彫鑄

字本以壽其傳焉時己亥九月上旬中書令

晉陽公崔怡謹誌”
Korean historians were focused in one specific Chinese character彫 (meaning: carve

or engrave) in the 9‑character phrase “於是募工重彫鑄字本” to interpret the true intension
of Choi Yi, approximately 800 years ago in September 1239. In the phrase, there were
metal type related word combinations such as鑄字 (metal casted type) or鑄字本 (metal‑
type‑printed book or mold for metal type casting). However, they were interpreting the
phrase to fit to their findings of woodblock‑printed versions of the F: National Library of
Korea version (國立中央圖書館本) and D: Samseong version (三省本). Furthermore, they
not only wanted, but insisted, to apply their theories to all other versions, including the
A: Gongin version (空印本) by ignoring the characteristics of metal‑type‑printed book. It
was an inconvenient truth for them. This made them hinder any publication against their
theory in Korea for almost 50 years. No one outside Korea would have any idea on what
was going on. Everyone in Korea was intoxicated from the success story of Jikji being
recognized by UNESCO as the oldest extant metal‑type‑printed book.

With all evidence of metal type printing in the A: Gongin version (空印本) of The Song
of Enlightenment, Choi Yi’s true intention of postscript becomes very clear. He wrote the
postscript to celebrate the birth of the world’s first metal‑type‑printed Buddhist text.
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4.2. Recommendations
As historians around the world investigated the history of printing, paper making,

printing press and the spread of technology in ancient times, for more than 100 years, it is
important to find out and understand the true history of science and
technology [1–11,17–22,55,56]. As we learn about things and discover new facts, we have
to integrate that knowledge to revise our understanding. If we decide not to look for new
facts or intentionally ignore them for their own sake, we cannot learn anything from his‑
tory, which is shameful. A healthy academic society should not only allow, but encourage,
voices of different opinions and active debates.

As described in a series of reports, there have been claims that the Gongin version
(空印本) of The Song of Enlightenment is the world’s oldest surviving movable metal‑type‑
printed version from September 1239, during the Goryeo dynasty of Korea. The claim
has been consistently raised over the past 50 years, since the 1970s [25–27,36,37,46,48,49].
The author has tried to raise this claim in Korea by publishing articles and discussions
at conferences, but eight consecutive rejections of manuscripts, due to extremely negative
comments from a specific group of reviewers, is the current record [64–67]. The author
has no plans or reasons to give up. It is a perfect time to seriously re‑evaluate this claim
without prejudice. Historical background information, new evidence and vast amounts
of image comparisons, analyses and results introduced in the author’s previous reports,
plus this study, should be very useful for objective evaluation. With the author’s contin‑
uous appeal and further discussions with Korean historians and conservation scientists,
a manuscript has finally been accepted for publication [68,69]. The research results have
been heavily covered in newspapers in Korea [64–67]. Many historians, bibliographers
and conservation scientists expressed their interest on this very exciting subject.

The author would like to strongly urge historians around the world to again look
closely at the ancient book,NammyeongCheonHwasangsong Jeungdoga (南明泉和尙頌證道歌;
The Song of Enlightenment with Commentaries by Buddhist Monk Nammyeong Cheon). “The
Song of Enlightenment” was designated as Korean Treasure No. 758‑2 (A: Gongin version
(空印本) in this paper) on 29 June 2012 [29]. It has already been recognized as a valuable
documentary cultural property in Korea. This version is most likely the world’s oldest sur‑
viving movable metal‑type‑printed book from September 1239 and is a great candidate for
the UNESCO Memory of the World program.

In the collaborative research project “From Jikji to Gutenberg”, a group of interna‑
tional researchers have started to investigate the technological evidence related to the in‑
vention of book printing [24]. The interdisciplinary team is to study what appears to be in‑
dependent developments that lead to thriving print cultures from Eastern Asia to Western
Europe in the 14th to 15th centuries, as other historians have mentioned previously [4–11].
Any findings from the six versions of The Song of Enlightenment adds to our insight into the
evolution of printing techniques and practices in Korea from the 13th to 16th centuries and
propagation of newly developed technology around the world. The invention and usage
of metal movable type to facilitate our understanding and preservation of important his‑
tories of technology and of mankind can be achieved through unbiased investigation. A
truly impactful contribution from long ago can be gained and documented.

It is worthwhile to commemorate the 650th anniversary of the printing of Jikji in July
2027. More importantly, we should not forget, or leave out, any potential documentary
cultural heritage of great interest due to preferences of individuals or research groups.
The appearance of older versions and recognition of their value only enrich the history
of mankind.
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